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Quality ESL grammar worksheets, quizzes and games - from A to Z - for teachers and studentsZERO CONDITIONAL Grammar Discussion PracticeZero Conditional 16 Question Strips adapted from the following peer work activity. These questions can be used with students sitting in pairs or in small
groups, or with students standing. Activity Notes on page 2Level: Elemental to pre-intermediate FREEDownload Grammar Discussion Zero ConditionalStudent 'A' version and Student 'B' version, each with 10 different discussion questions. Level: Elementary to Pre-IntermediateTime: Approx. 20 minutes
FREEDownload Grammar Quiz Zero Conditional16 Multiple Choice Questions; with RESPONSE KEY and chartLevel conversion percentage: Elemental to Pre-IntermediateTime: Approx 15 minutes FREE Download ACTIVITY TIP Use this quiz either as a pre-activity diagnostic tool, or as a post-activity
evaluative evaluation. Consider saving time by marking papers by having one or two students come to the board to write their answers. Wrap by correcting and discussing any errors. (Add 5 to 10 minutes.) Grammar Worksheet Zero Conditional Complete all 15 sentences by doing zero conditional
sentences; Answers will vary. Level: Elemental to Pre-IntermediateTime: Approx 15 - 20 minutes DOWNLOAD FREE ACTIVITY SUGGESTIONConsidering using this worksheet as a follow-up practice to worksheet below. If it is used as a follow-up activity, have your students write sentences that are
different from the sentences in the matching exercise. Grammar Worksheet Zero ConditionalMatch 15 clauses to form zero conditional sentences; with RESPONSE KEY and chartLevel conversion percentage: Elemental to Pre-IntermediateTime: Approx. 15 minutes FREE Download ACTIVITY TIP Before
giving this worksheet to your students, model the exercise: write the first two clauses on the left side of the board (1. 'If I'm late for class...' and 2. 'When you stay up very late....') with your matching clauses on the right side of the board: '... is very tired the next morning.' and '... my teacher gets angry. Ask
your students to match the sentences, and when they respond correctly, draw lines between the matching clauses. In short by having students compare the answers with classmates, and then choose one or two students to write their answers on the board: 1 - C/2 - F/etc. Correct and discuss any errors.
(Add 5 to 10 minutes.) Review how to make zero conditional here. Download this PDF questionnaire here. Go to the Conditional Exercises home page Need more practice? Get more Perfect English Grammar with our courses. In this imaginative activity zero, students use zero conditionality to write and
talk about different groups of Martians. Give each student a copy of the worksheet. Students choose a color for their Martians and write the color at the top of the second column. Working alone, students complete the column with information about their Martians ending conditional zero for example, 'If
they're hungry, they eat each other.' When students are finished, divide them into groups of two. Students ask their partner for the color of their Martians and write the color at the top of the last column. Students then take turns asking zero conditional questions about their partner's Martians, for example,
'What do orange Martians do if they're hungry?' Students write their partner's answers in the last column by completing zero conditional sentences as before. Students then change partners and tell their new partner about the similarities and differences between the two types of Martians in their
worksheet. Students also find out if their new partner has similar answers. Afterwards, students write about the most interesting differences between the types of Martians. Finally, there is a class feedback session to discuss student responses and review zero conditionality. ANNE Hill ORAL PRACTICE:
This powerpoint will be used to encourage students to do prayers with : If +present ............... subject + will+vb Yes + simple past ........ subject + would be + vb Si + plu-p ... 1 7.612 Pre-IntIntAdv Olga Akshonova This PowerPoint presentation is perfect for summarizing what students know about all kinds
of conditional sentences and is also suitable for additional practice or review. Inside is a ... 1 12.175 Pre-IntInt Ali The presentation covers the passing points: conditional zero for facts, 1st conditional for something that may happen in the present or in the future, 2nd conditional for something ... 6 18,190
Pre-IntIntAdv Delphine Seghers Intermediate- Advanced worksheet for reviewing the four types of conditionals. The worksheet begins with a listening exercise (songs by Paul Simon and Beyonce, reviewing the conditional typic ... 10 26,388 IntAdv Afni Yusuff •First conditional filing, conditional second,
zero conditional Powerpoint with examples and structures/rules/format of conditionals Type 0, 1, and 2. It is very well and beautifully made with complete and detailed structures and phrases. 8 26,642 BegElemPre-IntInt Zorka Radonji •Conditional primer, conditional second, zero conditionals This
worksheet follows the ppt over conditional sentences. The same images have been used in order to help my students remember conditionals and rules. It's always a good idea for students ... 4 14,509 Pre-IntInt Zorka Radonji •First Conditional, Second Conditional, Zero Conditional This ppt can be very
useful for your students. Explains the rules for making conditional sentences (zero, first, and second). Includes images and explanations. I usually ask my students what ... 9 14,810 Pre-IntInt Roberta Rohen In this PowerPoint presentation students or, depending on the level, review the rules of zero, first,
second, and third conditional phrases. They also understand when to use each condition ... 17 27,145 All •First Conditional, Second Conditional, Conditional Zero This is a worksheet for or review if- clauses at the pre-intermediate level. There is a simple activity in which students are asked to complete the
sentences in the right way to ... 14 45,017 Pre-IntInt •First Conditional, Zero Conditional, Superstitions This is a fill and match gap activity. Students complete and combine halves of prayers describing some of the British superstitions. Then you can also think of some locals. The works ... 14 50,455
ElemPre-Int •Conditional Primer, Conditional Zero, Have, Must, Passive Voice This is a worksheet for pre-intermediate and intermediate students to fill blanks with conditional 0 or 1 and some modal verbs, and convert active sentences into passive. It's 30 minu ... 6 14,597 Pre-IntInt I did this quite a few
years ago and I've been updating it every time I feel like it's getting boring :) There was another example there using the sound, but he had to cut it as it would not show. This present ... 9 12,468 Pre-IntIntAdv teachers can use the presentation with theoretical material of all conditionals. You can use these
slides to explain the conditionals, there are some examples of when and how to use, as well as t ... 12 11,304 Int •Conditional First, Conditional Zero This worksheet can be used as a game. Get students in groups and have them cut and shuffle the cards. Set a time limit to form correct sentences, which
also includes the correct score. ... ... 7 10,406 ElemPre-Int Explains all conditionals through appropriate images and cartoons. I am sure that students will understand this subject better with the help of this powerpoint. Because it also has exercises that can ... 9 9,763 Adv •Grammar » Conditional »
Conditional Zero This is a worksheet for teaching or reviewing conditional zero at the intermediate level. There is a brief explanation followed by 2 activities in which students are asked to match the columns and ... 10 29,113 Pre-IntInt •Grammar » Conditional » Zero Conditional a simple presentation of
conditional 0 for beginners with images and easy exercise. It can be used for English and Greek students. It can be used to enter conditional 0 ... 5 23,603 BegElem This is a worksheet on mixed conditionals that are classified into 3 groups to make it easier for students to study. After the summary, there
are two exercises: 1)Choose the most suitable ... 10 18.133 AdvExam •Conditional primer, conditional zero 1. Complete these conditional sentences with the verbs in the correct way. (0 and 1) 2. What phrases are type zero and what are type 1? 3. Type the correc ... 19 44,939 ElemPre-Int This power
point presentation is dedicated to conditional learning. There are a lot of animated images that help students Faster. You will find the rules for explanation first and then exerci ... 24 16,176 Pre-IntInt Pre-IntInt Pre-IntInt
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